Introduction
Imagine splitting open a line of irrational slope on the torus, splitting less and less as you move out along the line in both directions. The closure, in the torus, of the resulting pair of lines is a Denjoy continuum. Such continua also arise in the suspension of a minimal (Denjoy) homeomorphism of a Cantor set and occur as attractors in`derived from Anosov' (D-A) di eomorphisms. They are all locally the same (are in fact locally trivial ber bundles over the circle with ber a Cantor set) and have the same Cech cohomology. Robbert Fokkink has proved, however, that there are uncountably many distinct Denjoy continua; his theorem is that the Denjoy continua corresponding to irrational slopes and are homeomorphic if and only if there is a 2 2 unimodular integer matrix that maps lines of slope (in the plane) to lines of slope :
We reprove Fokkink's theorem by an approach that emphasizes the connection between the topology of a Denjoy continuum and the geometry of the continued fraction expansion of its slope. In the process we develop a somewhat novel development continued fractions, via geometric bifurcation theory. This geometric approach may give some insight into higher dimensional analogues to continued fractions, where the theory is far from complete.
Denjoy continua
We will use R=Z as a model for the circle S 1 . Rigid rotation by the real number is then given by R : S 1 ! S 1 ; R (t) = t + (mod 1). Corresponding to the irrational , the Denjoy homeomorphism d : S 1 ! S 1 is an orienta- In what follows, T 2 will stand for the torus gotten by suspension of d or R or for the torus R 2 =Z 2 , as convenient. We will also use the same notation for subsets of R 2 =Z 2 and their analogues under the homeomorphism (x; y) ! (x ? y; y) in susp (R ) .
Let`be the line y = x in R 2 and, for each r > 0, let Q r denote the open interval of radius r centered at O in`. Let`0 and Q 0 r denote the images ofà nd Q r in the torus T 2 = R 2 =Z 2 (so in susp (R ) ,`0 r is a ow line). Since for any two components I and J of S 1 nC there is an n with d n (I) = J; U T 2 nD is an open topological disk. Let 0 < r 0 < r 1 < : : : < r n : : : be any sequence with r n ! 1 and let U n = U T H ?1 (Q 0 rn ): Then the U n are open topological disks, U n U n+1 , and S 1 n=0 U n = U: Thus D = T 1 n=0 (T 2 nU n ) is a nested intersection and we see that D is homeomorphic with the inverse limit lim i n , where i n : T 2 nU n ! T 2 nU n?1 ; n = 1; 2; : : : ; is the inclusion.
Our immediate objective is to re ne this inverse limit description of D .
To this end, let L be the foliation of R 2 by lines of slope ?1= and let L 0 be the image of L in T 2 . The foliation H ?1 (L 0 ) of T 2 = susp(d ) is then transverse to the ow lines of the Denjoy ow. Let n : T 2 nU n ! Y n be the quotient map that collapses components of leaves of H ?1 (L 0 ) intersected with T 2 nU n . That is, n identi es points of T 2 nU n whose images under H lie on a line segment of slope ?1= that misses Q 0 rn . There is then a uniquely determined map g n : Y n ! Y n?1 such that the diagram In general, the Y n are one-dimensional branched manifolds that have the homotopy type of the wedge of two circles. We will see in the next section that by choosing the r n appropriately, the Y n become homeomorphic with the wedge of two circles. Proof In gures 1 and 2 we indicate lines of slope as horizontal, and those parallel to the lines in L as vertical. We also tone-down both scales: whereas the horizontal lines tend to be quite long and vertical segments short, we draw both at a medium scale. (See gure 4, for a realistic sketch.) The irrationality of means that the vertical lines through the end points of Q(O) will hit in the interiors of some cells, say Q(w); Q(z); so that this part of our picture is just a matter of de nition. The interval C b through the right endpoint of Q(w) hits a third disk, say Q(v); and the interval C a through the left endpoint of Q(z) hits a possibly di erent disk, say Q(v 0 ): Now consider the translation T; x 7 ! x ? w; de ned on the whole plane. This translation Suppose that for some value of r we have the situation in gure 1. Then, as r increases, the situation in gure 2 occurs for some parameter value, r = r 0 : We call this a left bifurcation at w; z] in case Q(w) is above Q(z) (as in gure 2). In case Q(w) is above Q(z), we call this a right bifurcation at w; z].
Note that after a left bifurcation at w; z], the next bifurcation will be at the pair w ? z; z] whereas after a right bifurcation at w; z] the next bifurcation will be at w; z ? w]: In our illustration in gure 2 we see that a right bifurcation is coming up next.
Proposition 3.2 At a bifurcation value of r, say at w; z]; K r is the wedge of 2 circles, with the left circle E(w) and the right circle E(z):
Proof First, D is a fundamental domain, as every point of R 2 ? z Q(z) lies on some element C 2 C and there is a translation taking this interval to an interval with its base on Q(O): Thus the interval Q(O) oriented left to right, There is, of course, an arithmetic algorithm for computing the continued fraction expansion of : We recall here the geometric de nition of continued fractions, such as in Stark, ( S] , pp 187-8). Let`be the line y = x; V ?2 = (1; 0); V ?1 = (0; 1); and V 0 = V ?2 + a 0 V ?1 ; where a 0 is the unique integer such that V ?2 + a 0 V ?1 is either on`or on the same side of`as V ?2 but V ?2 + (a 0 + 1)V ?1 ; is on the opposite side of`as V ?2 . In general, if V n?2 and V n?1 have been de ned, we let V n = V n?2 + a n V n?1 ; where a n is the unique integer such that V n?2 + a n V n?1 is either on`or on the same side of`as V n?2 but V n?2 + (a n + 1)V n?1 is on the opposite side of as V n?2 . the same side of`; (that is, both above). Hence ?V n is closer to`than is V n?1 + (i + 1)V n so that the next bifurcation at ?V n ; V n?1 + (i + 1)V n ] is also a right bifurcation. If i+1 = a n+1 ; then V n?1 +(i+1)V n and V n?1 +(i+2)V n are on opposite sides of`: Thus V n?1 + (i + 1)V n is closer to`than is ?V n ; so that the next bifurcation, at ?V n ; V n?1 + a n+1 V n ] is a left bifurcation. This completes the inductive step in case n is even. The n odd case is similar.
Remark Lemma 3.4 implies that the geometry of the continued fraction expansion of can be recovered from the bifurcation sequence. Next, let r < s be 2 successive bifurcation values. We proceed to compute the maps i rs : K s ! K r ; induced by the inclusion T 2 ? Q 0 s ! T 2 ? Q 0 r :
Recall that we use the left to right orientation for the cells E(w); E(z): These oriented cells are the generators for the 1-dimensional homology, taken in order.
Lemma 3.5 If the bifurcation at r is a left bifurcation, then i rs# = 1 1 0 1 ; whereas, if the bifurcation at S is a right bifurcation, then i rs# = 1 0 1 1 :
Figure 5 Proof In gure 5 we have pictured D r and D s separately on top, and below we have them together as they lie in R 2 : We see that K r has two 1-cells, E(w); E(z): As we are at a bifurcation, the 3 vertical lines are equivalent in T 2 ; because they di er by integer translations. Then the next bifurcation occurs when the radius has increased to the point where Q(w ? z) and Q(z) extend to the same vertical segment, halfway between the sides of A. (Of course, all the Qs are growing longer.)
It is helpful to note that the left cell, E(w ? z) is the same length as E(w); the one it replaces, whereas E(z); the right cell is now longer. In fact, its length is the sum of the previous 2 lengths.
To simplify notation, we drop the rs; refer to the map induced by the inclusion just as i; and proceed to compute i : K s ! K r : Recall that q : D r ! K r is the quotient map. First, note that e h; as they sit above the left end of Q(O) and Q(z) respectively, and thus di er by an integral translation. Similarly, g k: Then
i(E(w ? z)) = i(q(C)) = i(q(e f)) = i(q(h f)) = q(A) = E(w):
On the other hand i(E(z)) = i(q(i j k)) = i(q(i j g)) = i(q(g i)) + i(q(j)) = q(A) + q(B) = E(w) + E(z) :
That is to say, if the bifurcation at s is a left bifurcation, then i rs# = 1 1 0 1 :
If the bifurcation at s is a right bifurcation, then the computation is much the same, di ering only in exchanging right and left. This completes the proof and the section.
Classi cation of Denjoy continua
We return now to the description of Denjoy continua. Let > 0 be irrational, let D be the associated Denjoy continuum, and let the maps f n i rn ; r n?1 : K rn ! K r n?1 be as in the previous section where r 0 < r 1 < : : :
are the bifurcation values for .
Lemma 4.1 T ' lim f n .
Proof From Lemma 2.1, D ' lim g n . The map H , restricted to T 2 nU n = T 2 n(U \ H ?1 (Q 0 rn )), takes leaves of the foliation H ?1 (L 0 ) intersected with T 2 nU n to leaves of the foliation L 0 intersected with T 2 nQ 0 rn : This induces a homeomorphism h n : Y n ! K n with f n h n = g n h n?1 ; n = 1; 2; : : : : The h n in turn induce a homeomorphism from lim g n to lim f n : An element of the group SL(2; Z) of 2 2 matrices with integer coecients and determinant 1 will be called nonnegative if each of its entries is nonnegative. n?1 and the spaces K n ; K 0 n are homeomorphic with a wedge of two circles. Let S l;n ; S r;n and S 0 l;n ; S 0 r;n denote the \left" and \right" circles of K n ; K 0 n ; respectively, (the left and right circles were denoted by E(w) and E(z) in the previous section), and let fp n g = S l;n \ S r;n and fp 0 n g = S 0 l;n \ S 0 r;n be the branch points. Let S l;n = S l;n nfp n g, etc. From the proof of Lemma 3.5, there are embeddings f ?1 l;n : S l;n?1 ! S r;n and f ?1 r;n : S r;n?1 ! S l;n with f n f ?1 l;n = id and f n f ?1 r;n = id. Let n by means of the homeomorphism of Lemma 2.1. If we give the arcs S l;n ; S r;n ; S 0 l;n ; and S 0 r;n the left-to-right orientation (these arcs lie in the left-to-right oriented cells E(w) and E(z) of the previous section) then the embeddings i n and i 0 n are orientation preserving, as are the projections n : lim f n ! K n and 0 n : lim f 0 n ! K 0 n .
Suppose now that : D ! D 0 is a homeomorphism. Then either preserves or reverses the positive orientation. We will assume that preserves positive orientation (otherwise, use negative orientation on D 0 and right-toleft orientation on the S 0 l;n and S 0 r;n ). then induces an orientation preserving homeomorphism, which we also denote by , from lim f n to lim f 0 n , and the maps k;n 0 k i n : K n nfp n g ! K 0 k and ?1 n;k n i k : K 0 k nfp k g ! K n are orientation preserving. For de niteness, we will measure distance in K n and K 0 n using arc length along the cells E(w); E(z). For > 0, let X (X 0 ) be the open -ball in K n (K 0 n ) centered at p n (p 0 n ). So, for small > 0; X and X 0 are homeomorphic with the letter X. Let K n; = K n nX ; K 0 n; = K 0 n nX 0 , and let k;n; = k;n j Kn; ; ?1 n;k; = ?1 n;k j K 0 k;
. Lemma 4.3 Given > 0; k; there are > 0; N such that for n N the endpoints of K n; are taken within of each other by n;k; : (Similarly, for K 0 k; ; ?1 k;n; :)
Proof As ! 0 and n gets large, i n takes the endpoints of K n; closer and closer together.
Thus, for small > 0; su ciently small, and n(k) su ciently large, the maps n;k; ( ?1 k;n; ) can be extended \linearly" to~ n;k; : K n ! K 0 k (~ ?1 k;n; : K 0 k ! K n ) with diam(~ n;k; (X )) < ( We are now ready to prove the theorem of Fokkink ( F] 
